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'ARE EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH FINDINGS USEFUL FOR
CURRICULARIINSTRUCTIONAL,DECISIONS?1 A SKEPTICAL VIEW*

James P. Shaver
Utah State University''

4 common goal -- perhaps one could say, dream--amongieducation4 re-
,

k,.

searchers is to impact practice in the schobls. The hope is that thei;

research,will,help practitioners improve the educkional experiences of

children and youth. Some anticipate doing a lanOark study that will'

revolutioniie-a6h* More frequently, the expeCTition.As that-1.hp_ .

studies they do will contribute to an accumulation. of knowledge from.

which.schooling decisions can be made. For some, this means trying .tto

build and verify theory that could be applied in making'curricular/in-

structional decisions.2 The major focus of this'paper is whether that

goal, or dream, has been realized in social studies education--or is

likely'to be in the near future. As the title indicates, my conclusion

.(
is not overwhelmingly positive. ofsr ..

The Teacher as Focal Point

In such a paper, bne could focus on any of a number of decision points

*Paper.presente& at the annual meeting of the National Council for the
SOCial Studies,, Houston, November 24, 1978, as recipient of the NCSS Citation
fot,ExeMiSlary Research in Social Studies Education, 1977.

1 "Curricular" decisions are taken in.thi§fpaper to refer to decisions
.abdut appropriate teaching goals and the lexpefiences to reach them. "In-,

structionpl" decisionsare taken to be those about how to teach within some
),

implicit or explicit curricular frame. '1

.

2Pinar (1978) categorized- curriculuni researchers into three. groups:

" aditionalists" Who are basically atheoretical and concerned With "Oroduc- .

g research findinp direct help to practitioner ` "conceptual -empiricist;'

who believe that improvement of practice will come tough the application

of theory that has been empirically verified; and, "reconceptualilap" who

.:pre basically theory - oriented, dth the hope that future,cipceptualizations
will provide more fruitful perspectives for approachin% schooling and re-.

searcti abgutit. I presume that most social studies. education researchers
fall explicitly in the first category, that.afew would like to be in the

.second category, and,thatveky few are in the third category.
-
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about curriculum and instructionthe curriculum developer, the methods

course professor, the social studies supervisor, and/or the teacher. Of

all of these, howevel, it is the teacher who is the key tp what happens
N

to students in social studies.. The teacher not only intActs with the

students each day, but in our system of eduction, tends to be the arbiter

of what happens in his or her classroom. The notion of the teacher as
4

the central figure in a classroom domain that is not to be intruded upon

7r4
lightly by others tas not beyn broken down by attempted innovations such

as team teaching. Althouih teachers do lack control of the budget, and

so find itsdifffinlvtoomake curricular or instructional changes that cost

money, theythey do exert grea power as members of textbook selection commit- '\

14. 'tees and,. even mare,(importantly; in determining what will happen to the

students in their._classes. 3

Teachers can thwart,and have thwarted, the best intentions of social

studies Curriculkm reformers. A recent example of reform languishing at

N A.

the clasLroom door.is the "New'Social Studies" movement of the 1960's .

(Shaver, Davis & Helburn, 1978; Weiss, 1978; Wiley; 1977, Sec. 4). As

a matter of fact, it appears that teachers tend to rely on other teachers

for teaching advice, not on university specialists or district supervisors

(Stake & Easley, 1978, especiallyLChs. an4 19). Teachdrs are probably

little aware of the findings of educational research (e.g., Wiley, 1977,

pi! 9), and the theme of this paper is at it would probably be of little

consequence to their curricular/instructional dedision-making if they were.

A discussion of the reasons for that conclusion follows.

3For discuailon-and verification of "The teacher as key", see Stake
and Easley (1978), especially Chapter 19..

Pt
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Reseavch and the Prescription of practice

One of the functions of the "intelligensia" of social studies educa-

tion--the "intellectual leadership"4 is to make pronouncements about cur-

.ricular/instructional policy, in the sense of prescribing.appropriate

courses of action for schools 'and teachers. Of course, individual teach-

ers formulate that type of policy themselveg as well, although in much

less self-conscious dnd public ways. The "leaders" often try'to rely on

research findings and theoretical formulations in their position state-

ments, while educational research findings and education-related theory
fc r'

seem to be largely ignored by-teachers. Are the "leaders" justified in

their attempts at reliance, and should teachers bp made more sharply a-

ware of th@ relevance of research findings and education-related theory

to their own curricular/instructional decision-making? Such a question

must be answered in terms of (q), the intrinsic role of empirical data and

formulations in policy making and (b) 'the adequacy of the available em-
,

pirical knowledge base for curricular/instructional deCision-making.

Facts, iiieoryand Policy

A finding, set of fiVings, of empirically baSed theory may indi-

cate quite different polky positions to rational decision-makers, re-
.

lying on different empirical knowledge or assumptions and values.. In

social policy studies, the principle that empirical dtita or theory do

not necessarily prescribe policy seems to be well established. Because

we can build a neutron bomb does not mean that we,ihould necessarily pro-

4
I put intellectual leadership in quotes because there is serious

doubt how many followers there are, as I have suggested in.the previous
section. The stall proportion of social studies teachers who are mem-
bers of. the National Council for the Social Studies is an illustration
of the point

5.
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ceed to do so. There are serioc value questions and other empir al

questions to be weighed first. That principle seems to. be less well

accepted among social studies "leaders", t./ho frequently seem still to

be'caught up in the American spirit that "if it can be done, it should

be done". The current enthuatasm of some soCral studies educators for

getting teachers to use instructional techniques designed to enhance

development through thg moral stages that Kohlberg has theorized would

bells good example--if there were not such serious questions about the

t
philosophical (e.g., Peters, 1965) and empirical bases (e.g., Fraenkel,

1976, 1977; Lockwood, 1978; Shaver, 1977) for Kohlberg's theory and the

instructional recommendations.5

The phenomenon of wanting tb do what can be:done as rapidly as possible

has also been evident in attempts to apply Piaget's work to the making of

(education prescriptions. "If'there are developmental cognitive stages,"
A

the American says, "then shouldd't we develop curricula and instructional

techniques to move children through the stages ag rapidly as possible?"

5
It is easy for tie proponents of such movements and the critics, such

as myself, to overestimate the claSsroom activity generated by bandwagons
tOuch as Kohlbergian moral development, Raths-Simon value clarification, or,
he discipline-centered teaching of the "New Social Studies". A couple of

metaphors come to mind. One is social studies as an iceberg, with the tip--1'
i.e., the activity--showing above the surface of the ocean, but with the
mass of .the iceberg--that is, the great majority of American schools and
social studies teachers gging on as before--largely unobservable and/or,
unobserved. The other metaphor is of social studies education as a deep -
lake with the wind rippling the surface. The !.nnovatioris do ripple the

, observable'surface of social studies education,,but the great body of
schooling below the surface remain. largely undisturbed. The Case Studies ..-.

in Science Education (Stake & EasThy, 1978) and the NSF-sponsored National
Survey of Science,. Mathematics, and Social Studies Education ,(Weiss, 1978)

. proyide confirming evidence for this vigwOf surface change. The metaphors
and the CSSE report also raise the question, Why are there so few deep, sea
and scuba divers--to extend the metaphors - -in social, studies education (or

.,

educational) research? .

("" r ,'

ue
1--

*N.
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Piaget hiMself has referred to,!"the American queation"--"Is it possible to

speed up the leaening.of conservation concepts?". (Hall, 1970, p.30). Hig

response is,directly pertinent to the point- Of thll piper. There is, he

indicated, a counter-qUestionf.to be asked--"Is ita good thing to accelerate

the learning. of these concepts?" And, there are good reasons tor a hesitant

reponse, (Hall, 1970):

Acceleration is certainly possible but first we must find
out whether it is desirable or harmful. . . . Perhaps a cer-
tain slownes is useful in developing the capacity tie assimi-
late new concepts. . . .

[B]lindly to accelerate the learning of conservation concepts
could en,be worse than doing nothing. . . . 1

It is iff t to decide just how to shorten studies. If you,

years of\ac i e study, then you have actually lost a year.. If!
spend one y a studying something verbally that requires two

we were wi lIng to lose a bit more time and let the children
be active, let them use trial and error on different things,
then the time we seem to have lost we'may have actually gai d.

(p. 31) .
'Z'L-

Note that Piaget's own hint at a prescription in the last paragraph i( emper-
r

ed by considering possible gains and losses against an underlying value.

Social studies teaching takes place'within a complex of value and fact-

ual assumptions that make hazardous the p

1

escription of practice based on re-

search and/or current theory. A paper by'Judith Torney (1978), which pro-

vided the original' stimulation for this ngper, can be used to illustrate the

point further. Torny's paper is an example of the rather careful use of

research findings to develop a case for an educational prescription. But

it also reflects the difficulties to which I have been alluding.

In her paper, "The Elementary School Years as an Optimal Period for

Learning about International Human Right's", Torney makes several points. Cit-

ing an international study, she claims that a "deficit" exists among American

fourteen-yeal.-olds--that is, that they are more knowledgeable about domestic

7
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political institutions and-process than youth in some other countttes,,

't

'y'ut less knowledgeable about Old interested in internntiontpcilitical
9 .

institutions and processes (Torney,.1978, pp. 3-4). First of all, she

discusses overcoming this "deficit through ooling, but ilees=not

examine such factdalquestIons as, Might.increasing International Inter-
'

est and knowledge result, in a decreasOn dOmestic interest and know-
'

ledge? or such rele'ant value judgment questions as,WOuld such a re-
.

\
dress of balance be desftable?
S.

a

Later ifi the pSper, after presenting-evidence that there As con-
. ,.

siderable international consensus about human'rights,1Torney'turns to
;

he'matter of the eldmentary school, as an optima16,period of education
( c.,,

abou those rights -She di cusses (p. 11) the notion of-a "critical of
4 a, . .#

optimal period" du ing which he "high degree of plasticity " in
)

aft or-

Onism makes the reorganization of-behavior patterns relatively easy,

and suggests that the elementary school may be thought of as an optimal .

time to teach-about human rights. Althtugh Torney,does note the dif-

ficulty of testing such a notion empirically (p.,11),, she goes on Co

cite "some research evidence which showa particular-peaks of attithdes or

abilitie4 during the elementary school period" and "provide[s] useful

information about the psycho/lig:Ica' characterists of children" (p. 11).".

he research evidence has to do with the apparently-rapid cognitive-
.-

social development of elementry school children and an apparent "loss

of.aEtitudinal plasticity" at about age twelve to fourteen. Torney rec-

6
Along with Webster's new world dictionary of the tmePican language

(2ndcollege edition),' I take "optimal" to mean the "most favorable oi'
desirable; best". Torney's discussion of her paper at the symposium in-

11 dicated that her meaning-was the same.
1

)
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ognizes that different studies 'have found tshe growth andloss if ltasticity &

.0

to take place at somewhat' different ages. Nevertheless, she cowluded:

The concluslOn:one may draw from research, even with differences
in method and in the year In which change appeard tot be most'
rapid, is that' the elementary school period is timal for A
jed6Cation ab t other nations, gleball,issues, and international
rights. (.,p .

Her conclusibn is questionable, regardless of the validity of the ,

underlying studies. 10 thegy place, it ignores alternate explanallio,s

Of,the_finding7 she bites, such S the potential institutional effects

on youth. Assuming that:there AR loss 0 opeiness and plasticity in reg.

,gard-t& other peoples, and-Countries, is it a function of normal demek)p-

ment or of the impact of schooline Could it be the result of a'changeA.
from perSon-centered instruction jit the elementa0cschool (:),.predominant-

,ly cntent-oriented instruction in secondary school'? Mor4ver,:a

posal to attempt to accelerate inte'rnational sOcial\consciousness the

elementary age level Must be met with Piaget'scounter-question: "Is

it desirable or harmfu 9" Would it, for example, interfere with the nal-

0

ural process of.grovith y not. allowing adequate time for assimilation of

the 'concept' of culture and of varying cultural perspectives?

To further illustrate the difficulty of pfescribing edu6stional

practice fromresearch findingS, Piaget!s own theory provides a counter-,
.

.
11 argument to Torney's proposal. That is,.to fully understand other coun-

tries and thq concepts of Antertational law and politics, as well as to
.

& -

empathize wit people with whom one cannot have direct contact, m* well

presume the abstract thinking abilities of Piaget's Formal Operations

Period. This line of reasoning suggests'' that the years beyond age 11 or

12 might be the optimal time for teachITA about btecnational rights, and
.

...
, -

, .

that our attention should be dire2t d (accepting ehe value judgment that

p
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the 'goals Torney proposes are acceptable for American schools) toward re-

structuring our schools, curricula, and instruction at that level. In

short, appropriate changes in education in international human rights may

really be needed following elementary school to capitalite on potential

cognitive develo Stent. Until we know more about cognitive growth and

(
attitudinal plasticity and about the causes--e.g., developmental versus

institutional--of both, the prescription of practice in that area using

a research base seems at belt a dubious proposition.

In generai,, then; the prescription of educational practice from.re-

search findings must be approached with caution. Given the present state

of educational research knowledge, the prescriptive implications of any

set of findings will rarely, if ever, be unequivocal. And, because pre-
.

scriptions are based on value judgments, the examination of competing

values must always intercede between data or theory and prescription.

The/State of. Research Knowledge

4,e second major consideration in any attempt to prescribe educatior

al practice from research findings is the adequacy of the available re-

seprch kplowledge base. Gage (1978) notes that ",post reviewers of research

on teadhing have concluded their reports by saying that past work has been

essentially fruitless" (p. 1). Most reviews in the area of social studies

education *search have come to similar conclusions, as Karen Wiley's (1977)

recent "re'View of prior reviews" indicates. Some of Wiley' observations

and conclusions include:

Many reviewers have expressed concern over the lack of a
cumulative research base in social studies/social scidnce
education. (p. 165)

[L]ittle'or no research has focused on questions about the
relative merit's i).f-effrerent kinds of content (e.g., social
science, public issues,chronological,history) in achieving
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the.\goals of aocia1 studies. (p. 169)

This area of social studies/social aicience education research
fetfective2ess and efficiency of indtructional methods and
technique(' appears to be fairly chaotic, at least from.the
perspective of extant reviews, both comprehensive and special
focus. Although a large portion of research falls under this
headingr this research appears to have yielded few conclusions
that o4 can en4orse with much Coffidence and few guidelines
for practitioners. .(p. 171)

There has apparently been little researvt on the effectiveness
of various types of curriculuth mattrialh. . . although there
has been much research analyzing qaterials. . . and some re-
search on the extent of use of vaiious kinds of materials. (p. 197)

Wiley doepinot paint an entirely bleak picture (e.g., she draws

positive conclusions in the areas of teaching for c ical thinking? (pp.

174-7) and "models for factu41 and concept teaching., (p. 1928), but the

overall message is clear: There ;13 generally a lack of consistent, cum-

ulative, deiinitive research findings upon which to make curricularAin-
.

' I

structiongl prescriptions/in social tudies Viication; or conversely,

teachers are losing little in decision-making power by their inattention
1

to the research literature_

s
Wiley (,)77, 156-7, 177) does suggest that there may be more of a

cumulative res rch bape in existence than.is evident, because reviewers

7 . 1

have not adequ ely organized and interpreted "the disparate bits and

pieces of researc

be teased out of t

available. She suggests that meaning and order might

"numerous small, uncoordinated

ing on limited topics, nd on

ed over a number of years.

Gage(1978) also maintains that the

studies" by concentrat-

re+irch in and out of social studies conduct-

)state of educational research know-

7However, she refers co the "few scattered findings, which are
tive suggestions at best. 4, .)."( p..176).

8
Martorella (1977),

`80.11 mofe questions than
have a significant effect

tenta-

to whom, Wiley, refers, indicates that "there are
anawers!: about the "instructional variables that
upon coritive outcomes" (p. 45).

11

'f
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ledge is probably not as dismal a reAtewers have in)icnted. He calls \for

more valid reviews, paying letas attention to statistical results and more

. attention to coffSintency in findings. He also recommends the use of post

hoc statistical techniques, such as developed by Karl and Egon Pearson

'(.lones .64 Fiske, 1953) and Glass (1976),.for amassing results across pre-

viously conducted Rtudies. I' nuld not he as harsh in my judgment of such

sta4Astical endeavors as Eysenck (078), who objected to attempts to use

Glaser's meta - analysis to "distill scientific knowledge from a compilation
A

'8

of studies mostly of poor design" with the comments: "Garbage in--Orbage
ti

out" is well-know axiom of computer specialists; it applies herOwith
011,11

equal forie. But I am not optimistic about the likely benefits of grand

statistical analyses as &post hoc substitute fora priori attention to re-

search strategy and design. I also am dubtous that, as Wiley suggests,
1"

scattered, but relatable and valid findings are in the literatui.e waiting

to be given meaning.

Appr'Opriate search' Models?

.

Concern with the-lack of a research base telt- prescribing practice in

social studies education raises the question as to why so much of the re-

search activity in thisIfield has been unfertile. I have explored else-

where (Shaver, in press) some reasons for the lack of productivity of ed-

ducational research, and the arguments presented there in regard to educa-

tional research in geaar.1 apply tp research in social studies education.

Part of the problem is that the bulk of the research is carried outs by

doctoral candidates (Wiley, 1977, pp.
c

155 -6) who frequently see their ere'

search only as a hurdle on the way to a degree, and who are supervised by

professors who also lack both commitment to research and understanding of

1') 1

6
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research -procedufes.49 The consequences are that much worthless esearch

is'done.anclnew gene Lions -of university professors are.sociali ed in

attitudes dysfunctio4 to the building orcummlative knowledge. Basic-

.

'`to this'problem are,the superficial consideration and understanding of

a
'science' among educational researchers and an attendant uncritical emphasis

on the "test of statistical significance" approach to research as ex-

emplifying science.10

-The Test or Significance Approach. One outcome of the pest of signifi-
.

op

cance'approach to educational research has been the celebration of the

trivial result. Too many graduate students are socialized ("educated"

certainly seems the wrong word) to believe that if a result reaches the

mystical :405 le*. of signifance it.s important. Too rarely are they

asked or helped to defend that level of significance, or any other, on

grounds such as the potential,costs and consequences of the decision to

be made based on the results. A related but even more serious deficiency

is that they are,not encouraged to think in terms of. the educational sig-

nificance of their findings. Significant Pearson product- moment correla-.

tion coefficients are reported-without computation of, r2 (the 'Coefficient

of determination) which indicates the percentage of variance the two

variables have in common, or.put another way, the percentage of Variance

in one variable accounted for by the yarAsnc& in the other. ,.Statistically

di
avoid comipent on the uselessness of most of the survey research ..

which, is carried outlby :so Many doctoral candidates (see Wiley, 1977, p. 166)
. . .. -

-
.

A. Guy,Larkins has mite tome ifttonversation that there is a corol-
lary lack of understandings of theciry Ondjts role, in scientific knowledge-
building that ontributes ,to.theysfunCttonalitTof educational research.
Lagree. But' am uncertain. ahoUt'th0 extent to which such accord lea4s
to a common p sition on the nature df,funotionAl theory for schooling.

10

13
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non-chance relationships thlt are really trivial educationally( an r =

.195'is significant at the*05. 1 ith a two-tailed test and 100 degrees

of freedom; r2 = common variance) are greeted with :lee. Even

less frequently is the correlation ratio (n2) computed following an analy-
.

r

'sis of variance to estimate the proportion'of the variance on the dependent

variable accounted for by the, independent variable.

An 'examplecameto my eye in the last issue of Theory and Research
oi
n

Social Education'. A study having to do with the "Effects of Coordinated

Environmental Studies in Soci41 Studies and Science on Student Attitudes

-toward Growth and Pollution" (Hepburn, Shrum, & Simpson, 1978) found no

ificant main effect (the independent variable was study of a social

studies module, a science module, both modules, or no module)-foi Pollu-

tion test items-, but a statistically signfficant.(P < 'Al) one for Growth

/".\

test items fOr both ninth and tent'hiraders. Fortunately the authors pro-

\,
vided the s s of squares for their analyses of covariance so the n2 cotld

be comppted 2 = main effect sum of squres total sum of.squar). For

the ninth grade, n2= .0723 andjor th.e tenth grade, .0596. (Interestingly,

for the coveriate, the:pretest, was .3776 for the ninth. grade -and .4859

for the tenth grade,) Now the questionrcanfbe raised whether a tre tment

that accounts for only 6 to 7% of the variation on the'dependentvari ble

7 . j

is:educationally significant, and whether the mixed resultsli and the cor-

relation ratios justify the following claim:,

Results of this study support the notion, that environmental
knowledu does influence environmental attitudes. Specifically
these results indicate that interdisciplinary instruction which
is coordinated across social studies and science and which is

111n
addition to the lack of significance on the Pollution test items,

the science-only and social studies-and-.science groupswere significantly dif-
ferent from'the control group but not the social studies-only, group on growth,
items at 'the ninth grade; and they were,significantlydifferent from the
social studies-only, but not frOm the control group at the tenth'grade.
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mainly Cognitiv in approach, can promote positive attitude
change. . . . Thks suggests that environmental education
should .be part tf both the, science and social studies curricula
of high achoolO: (p. 84. Italics Mine.),..

I cannot help but recoil from the rather glib leap from what appear to be

.trivia1,12 if statistically significant, findings to a curricular prescrip-

tion.

The joY that comes front trivial but)statistically significant results

is'often an aspect, too, of another misunderstanding of scientific know-

ledge-building--that is; that only statisti0.4.significant findings are

worthwhile: So graduate'students worry not about how their studies tie in-

topast.research, but about whether.their results will be significant and

thus acceptable to their supervisory committees.

ternative hypothes

The notion of testing. al-

mith.crucial,experfments and the accompanying import-

Vance of disproof to he building of knowledge (e.g., Platt, 1964) seem

almost entirely foreign to-educational research.

go Fundamentally, ,this misunderstanding of the test of significance',

approach'as.science contributes to the'lragmented nature of social studies

*research thatois so often lamented (e.g., Wiley,,1977, 155-6)', as does .the
a

N., poorly understood application of statistical palyses:to "prove" the

generpalizability of,,results. The mathematiCal modelaunderlying the,stat-
,

L. istical tests of significnace used to establish gen ralizability require

.

14ndolii sampling from target'populations7a conditio hat ?can rarely be °

met in educational research. Cdmputing tests, of significance without meet-

f2The potential triviality depends on such matters as the validity S
the tests, the unclear results, and whether the small percentages of Vari-s
ance,accounted for are worthwhile, especially when weighed against the cost
of implementing the study, e.g.,financially and in terms of lost opportun-
ities.for other studies in'the curriculum.

.
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ing that assumption gives a false, sense of security' in one's results.

c..

over; it has led educational researchers away from the essential scientific
.

strategy for establishing the reliability and generalizability of finingS--

. .

,the replication of studies, either directlyor with systematic varlations.13

4

Getting at Realities. The positivist statistical inference approach

to research has led us astray in other was as well. Stich thrusts as the

concern with hypothesis testing, the operational definition of variables. and
,

the assessment in forms appropriate for statistical analysis, the'emphasis

on formal' research deSigns to keep the researcher from contaminating his

subjects and vice versa, have led ,Co research findings that are frequently

sterile because they are abstraction's, out of touch' with reality. A few

years ago, Larkins and I argued that a broader conception of aT -eopriat

educational research. methods,,was needed and suggested that the participant-

observer ethnographic approach offered a promising alternative (Shaver &

Larkins, 1973,.pp. 1254-8). Others, such as Cronbach and Snow (1977, pp.

16-17, 390, 518) and,Wilson (1977) have advocated similar approaches sifice

that time. It has only been recently that a malpr ethnographic .study in
fi

social studies education bas been reporteg.
'

In 1976, the EducationDitectorate of the National Science Foundation'

contracted for three studies of status and needs in science, mathematics, and
.rf

social studies education. One of the seudis was a rather traditional, ie
well executed, national survey of teachers aid SchObl administrators (Weiss,

.1978). Another was three twenty-year reViews of the research literature; one

of which (Wiley, 1977) has'been cited several times in this paper. The third.

was Case Studies in'Science Education (CSSE),.; an ethnographic.field study-conduct-

ed at eleven sites actoss4the nation (Stake & Easley, 1978; Stake, Ea!leyJet al.,

J.

13
A more extended discussion of these points can be found- in Shaver(in.

press). 'Also, see Cronbach and Snow (1977, pp. 16, 22-3, 51-530, 519).
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1978). That report--both the individual cage studies and the synthesis
1: r .

chapters --indicats,athe rich, strong perspectj.ve on the realities of school-

,:

ing and 'the factors that condition teaching and educational-change that

can come from such naturalistic studies (see Shaver, Davis & Helbufn, 1978,,

for further comments).

- .

As a matter of fact, the CSSE report indicates a major reason why the

findings from most social.studies education research would not have much-

relevance for, the decision-making df social studies teachers, even if there.

were more-vitlid, non-trivial, cumulative findings.' It is that the concerns

of social studies teachefs tend to be much different. frdm those of the

university professors who conduct and supervise most research in social

studies education. Faced with the day-to-day demands of teaching in a school-

ing social system which values the use of .subject matter. content for social-

ization--both to meet the demands of the school and for citizenship--teach-

ers by and largeare not much concerned with the questions about inquiry

teaching, rhe promition or, critical thinking, the analysis of textbooka, and

so on that intrigue university professors. In fact, many of the-curricular/

instratiOnalideasadvocatedandinvestigated by university professorS °

threatepthe basic classroom management feChniques.of teachers,14 run

counter to their reliance on the textbook as the authoritative source of

knowledge and the central Instructional tool, fly in the face of beliefs about

4, I

the need to provide external motivation for children and to socialize them

for later succ+ in school, and are in opposition to a commitment, often
;

INicated, to the teaching at understandings from history and government,

not as ends in.themselves, but as a means of promoting a positive image of

14
For'a summary of research,that speaks to teachers' classroom needs,

see Gage (1978, p. 234).
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our nation that is deemed to be an impo ant basis for citizenship. /. (See

Stake & Easley, 1978,.especially,Ch. '12,. 13, 16, 17; Shavers Davis & Helburn

1978.) The, utopian views of democratic political participation that apminate

considerations of social studies educatiOn by the "leadertu do not appear to

provide an adequate basis for research that can impact the majority of social

studies claaloms.

A

Until social stu ducation researcher become More attuned to the

realities of the class and to teachers' perceptions of these realities,
a

their, research is hot lik ly to be of much use for prescribing practice

there. °SSE suggests how case'studies can be used.fruitfully to get at that

reality end those perceptions. It also suggests areas of.study fat those in'

social studies,eduCation. Asa basis for identifying meaningful research

problems, more attention is needed, for example, to the socialization role of

the school as the society's formal educational institution15 and to the

question'of reasonable instructional demands on teachers in a setting of

public, universal education.16 And rege ch directed at the factors that in-

fluence the experiences tha4t social st dies teachers provide their students--

Including the conservative effects of the models of non-inquiry provided by

their owh'p01 re-college and college social science and history teachers, and

the influnces exerted on teachers by their school-community social systemi--

is among that suggested by the more earthy ethnographic approach of CSSE.

Along with the indication that educational researchers have often not

15
See Berlak 1771

16
More frequent involvement of teachers as research partners, rather than

as the subjects
0
of research, is desirable if researchers are to identify

research probler with greater relevance for teachers (Shaver, Davis, Helburn,
1978; Gajewsky, 1978).

18
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addressed questions of interest to teachers'is the implication from the CSSE,

ethnographic-findings that researchers have,erred one other way'itt their'

t, 1

orientations. Educational researchers have failed to- recognize that from a

non - reform, "needs and demands of society" perspective much may be going

on in social studies education' that deserves praise. Jaclyson'atd Kieslar

(1977) have argued that the orientation of educational researchers has been

too narrow because of

the almost total absorption with the goal of improvidg practice
and discovering better techniques. We seldom ask whether educators
might now be doing as well,as can be dolie in many aspects of
their endeavor. We might pay more attention to the pOssibility
that educators may deserve and benefit greatly from some ex-
ternal confirmation of the appropriateness of much of what
they are doing. (p. 15)

This discussion of the potential fruitfulness of ethnographic research

is not, tf-course, meant to suggest that other types of research be,abandon-

ed for ethnographic studies. Nor should studies be directed only At determin-

ing what is good about current practice. However, the intent is to argue

that the legitimacy of a greater variety of research methods besaccepted.

Also, the choice of appropriate research methodologies should more frequently

be based on considerations such as appropriateness for the schooling setting

( and the problem to be addressed, and the state of knowledge in the area of

interest (see Shaver & Larkins, 1973). These matters raise issues about the

meaning of science and its relevance and demands for building sound knowledge,

about schooling (Shaver, ,in press).

Verified Theory? Another reason for the inadequacy of

education research findings as a
0
basis for the prescription

social studies

of practice is

the overly simple model of instruction/learning that has dominated the design

of studies. Most studies have compared one method of instruction against

another with the hope of arriving at a general conclusion about efficacy



(see:,
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.g.,
>
Hepburn,- Shrut, & Simpson, 1978, for this traditional approach).

Complex interactions between instructional methbd",..teacher charactelvittics,

'\l%student traits, and situational factors have 'been considered_ too rarely. . This

\ove sight probably' accounts in large part f&r the inconsistency in findingsr
'? ... r

E'rom:one supposedly Similar study to another which eertainly limits the pre-
i .

scriptive power of the findings. Even, however, when a generalization does
f

seem to appear from research studies comparing methOds, caution in prescrib-

ing practice is in order. As Snow (1977) commented: ,

. . .[T]he evaluation question is always, "Did the instruction
work well for the students?" That is, for each student, not
just for the few who stand in the vicinity of the group average.
And an instructional treatment that is.best on the average may
still serve some students poorly. (p. 13)

Peter Martprella (1977) made'the same point, but even more emphatically:

All research generalizations, no matter'how extensive their
external validity, reflect only statistical probabilities
about individuals . .[W]hile research apparently con-
tinues to add to our knowledge about individuals in general,
it tells us .nothing about any given individual. It may
even distort our perspective on a particular student. (p. 44)

Such statements have serious implications for the development of general

-4;

instructional theory, verified by research ich can be used as a basis for

prescribing the experiences to be provided, individual students in social

studies classes.'

.Snow (1977) has argue&that "general instructional theory. . . is a holy
dr

grail" (p. 15). If instrctionaf theory is to be developed at all, in his

c

view, At must.local theory--t:r.i.e;, specific to subject-matter, grolips of stu-

dents, and local situations-:-as well as time-limited (see,Cronbach, 1975,

pp. 122-3). This view is in direct contrast to that of many persons who

advocate the "scientific" development of instructional theory--

[modeling] their work on physical science, aspiring to amass
empirical generalizations, to restructure them into more

20



general.

theory.

The difficulty in

literally is that

-19-

laws, and to weld scattered laws into coherent
(eronblfh, 1340,p. 125)

apPlying the physical science'theory-building model too

rarely Is a social'or behavioral [or educational] phenomelion
isolated enough to have [a]steacirprocesspx4wty. Hence
the explanations we live by will. perhaps always remain partial,
and distant from real events. . . and ratter short lived. . . .

Our troubles do not arise because human events are in.principle
unlawful; man and his creations are part of the natural world.
The tFoliblei is. . . that we cannot store up generalizations
and constructs for ultimate assemble into a network. (Cro

7
ach,

1975, p. 123)

In'broader context; the question must be asked, Is schooling-learning

behavior too complex for traditional. conceptionalizations of scientific

theory to ever lead to bases for prsctice? Or, is Victor Weisskopf (1977),

a physicist, correct in his implied optimism?

The study of social relations between individuals of a given
species--be it animals or men--is still in its infancy. We
are groping,to find appropriate methods, concepts, and lan-!
uages that will enable' us to arrive at formulations and Con-
clusions that haYe an objective validity comparable to -the
natural sciences., (pp. 409-10)

Certainly, the meaning of science and the implications for building

solid, cumulative knowledge about schooling generally, and in social studies

in particular, haVe not been adequately addressed by educational researchers

' in general and social studies education researchers in particular, Science

has made impressive strides in understanding the natural world and providing-

ti

bases for engineering achievements. Whether the scientific modes Of the

physical,sciences are applicable to instructional research; and, if so, which

and with'what modifications, are questions that A'alii:nge the entire

social studies educational research enterprise as if now operates. Yet, un-

less such questions are addressed, it does not appear likely that a less,

)L...9skeptical view of the usefulness of educational research findings for social

studies curricular/instructional decision-making will be justified in
.c'

21
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L. .

oncluiion ,

There are a number of reasons why social studies.educatioalsaarch
\ . -

.' (as well as edocational research generally) is not of much use to social

studiesteaChtrs and others making curricular /instructional decisions, in
I \' \.,

our schools4 The same research findidgs'apd/or theorylosuggest alternative,

even4conflicting, prescriptions for practice depending on other factOal as-
/- 1

,

sumptions and one's value position; there are fewVdmulative findings about
. / ..

/1the effeCtiveness of d1iffering curricula and instructional'iahods; re-

searcherssearchers have tended, not to address questions of'intereat to those operat-

ing .n the "real ,life.of the school; the statist cal significance model of

research with its yes/no dichotomy and its inattention to explained variance

and to the need to replicate findings has, dominated the research; interact-

ions among various instructional, personological, and contextuatvariables
c

are so complex that prescriptions based'on simple analyses of central tend-

eacy often do not apply to individualsi, and general instructional theory that

can provide specific prescriptions for instruction may well be not only cur-

rently nonexistent but unattainable.

Nevertheless, the skepticism in this paper.about the current usefulness

of educational research findings for curricular/instructional decision -

making should not be interpreted as pessimism about involvement in the social

studies educational research enterprise. It does, hOwever,indicate belief

in a pressing need to re-address the nature of that enterprise, if for no

other reason than to avoid the ongoing waste of human and financial re-

sources as it presently operates.

In particular, massive attention'must be focused on our assumptions,.or

22
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4

lack of them, about how'cumulative knOwledge'helpfUl in the guidance- of,-prac-

tice can beltluilt. We must ask and explore questions about the nature of
..

.

,
science and those attributes of science that are applicable to educational

4

,research, about the role of theory in education and the possib'ili'ties of

rved loping the' type of theOry we sb desire, about-,the functionAlity of our
\ r ' i

research strategiesarid methodologies,for building cumulative knowledge,
*,

about whether (Cronbach, 1975) our goals shoule really be any more than

"to assess local eventsaccurately, to improve short-run control' and "to

devel\h Oxpianatorii concepts, concepts that' will help people use their. heads:'

k(p. 126). We must become more self-consciou about our enterprise, more

\\-, searching more doubting about our

modes.

traditional orientations and procedural

There should be a suspensictof knowledge-building research activities-

as contrasted with thOmportant, but less aspiFing local "auction- type" re-

search--until we can get our epistemological house in better order. I know

that such'a hiatus is not.likely to occur. There are too many vested interests,

and the power of the Zeitgeist is too strong--even for me. If, however, even

a sizeable minority would begin to address systematically the types of ques-

tions raised by4the powerlessness bf educational research in the face of the

demands of educational prescription, the self-conscious, rational development

of scientific orientations and modes appropriate to education might emergeas

the new Zeitgeist-:-unless, of course, our efforts, bring us to the menacing-,

but ironically humanistic, conclusion that human relations, and educational

practice in particular, are.too complex, subtle, and value laden to be

.ated adequately through the insights that can come through scientific types of

esearch.16

16See Weisskopf (1977, pp. 410-11)'for a provocative discussion of the
limits of science for understanding human experience.
A
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